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“Modifications” of baryons in nuclear matter

 EMC effect (Change of structure function in DIS)

-- Experimentally established but Nnot well understood

 Various conjectures on 

Changes of form factors (“Swelling”) ? 

Magnetic moment ?  Weak charge (gA) ? ..... 

due to structure change in nuclear medium

-- What is the probe sensitive to “baryon modification” ?

-- How to discriminate between “baryon modification”   

and hadronic effects (meson exchange current, baryon 

mixing...) as well as nuclear many-body effects.

Hyperons are free from Pauli blocking 

-> can stay in 0s orbit    = can be a suitable probe

A problem over ~40 years



1. Magnetic moment of a L ( gL )

in medium



gL in a nucleus

 L-spin-flip M1 transition: B(M1) -> gL

Modification of gL in nuclear medium?  

 L-S mixing:   C.B. Dover, H. Feshbacj, A. Gal, PRC 51 (1995) 541.

+2--5 % for 4LHe, small for T=0 hypernuclei

 K, 2p exchange current:   K. Saito, M. Oka, T. Suzuki, NPA 625 (1997) 95.

-7% for 7LLi

 “Quark exchange current” in QCM   T. Takeuchi, K. Shimizu, K. Yazaki, NPA 481 (1988) 693.
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between a L and the core.

Doppler Shift Attenuation Method:  eg) B(E2): Tanida et al.

PRL 86 (2001) 1982 

~100%7
LLi

R.H. Dalitz and A. Gal, Annals of Phys. 116 (1978) 167.

 Measurement of mL in a hypernucleus is very difficult  => possible via HI



D|gL-gc|

|gL-gc|
=> ~ 3%

Experiment at J-PARC

For 35 days for 50kW

Assuming 56k K-/spill  for 0.9 GeV/c

176k K-/spill  for 1.1 GeV/c

pK= 1.1 GeV/c

Hypernucleus

in excited state

K-
p-

Slows down

in material

 =0.1 ps

=0.5 ps

=1.0 ps

in Li2O (2.01 g/cm3)

pK= 1.1 GeV/c

 ~ 0.5 ps

tstop ~ 2 ps

DSAM (Doppler Shift 

Attenuation Method)

H. Tamura et al., Nucl.Phys. A881 (2012) 310

Stat. error  

D/ = 6%

Approved as E13 -> E63



K1.1 Beam spectrometer

Dp/p = 0.042% (FWHM)  @1.1 GeV/c

+ multiple scat. effect

Detectors are the same as E13

Almost all of them are ready.
E63 setup 

2.5T (400A) for 1.1 GeV/c beam

Almost ready 

except for Li2O target

and K1.1 beamline

K1.1

K1.1 beamline will be 

constructed in the 

present hadron hall.



Preparation for E63

 Almost all the detectors are ready.

Succeeded in growing a single 

crystal rod of Li2O

by floating-zone (FZ) method. 

To be done:

Check the quality (density, impurity)

Grow a larger crystal

Mass production

Measure the stopping power (dE/dx)

with Li ion beam

 K1.1 beam line should be constructed.

 Target material should be microscopically uniform.

-> Single crystal of Li2O



5
LHe+p+n cluster (Hiyama et al.) a

4He+d+L cluster (Motoba-Bando-Ikeda) b

Shell model (Dalitz-Gal) c

Experimental values:
6Li:  gc = 0.822047mN

L:   gΛ (free) = -1.226±0.008 mN

=>  If weak coupling is OK,                                                           
7

LLi  B(M1) 

= 0.334±0.003 mN
2

-3.5% from weak coupling

<+5.5% from weak coupling

 Better calculation by Hiyama is going on.
4He+p+n+L cluster model with and without L-S coupling

 Ab-initio 7-body calculations in future (if the measurement is done)

 Suggesting that the weak coupling hypothesis holds well.

Calculations

a H. Hiyama et al., PRC 59 (1999) 2351.
b T. Motoba, H. Bando, K. Ikeda, T. Yamada, PTP Suppl. 81 (1985) 42.
c R.H. Dalitz and A. Gal, Annals of Phys. 116 (1978) 167.

B(M1) value expected in “ordinary” nuclear physics



2. Beta decay rate of a L ( gA
L)

in medium

[Main topic today]



Weak decay of L

… measured from p e- angular correlation
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 gV (n->p) = 1  [CVC], gV (L->p) ≒ 1  [Ademollo-Gatto theorem]

 gA /gV (n->p) = −1.2732±0.0023   [= D+F]

 gA /gV (Λ->p)  = −0.718 ± 0.015 [= - (D+3F)/√6 for SU(3)f ]

 gA*(n->p) quenching in nuclear beta decay (GT quenching)

has been a long standing problem.

---- Not clearly understood

(1)  Nuclear many-body effect  

(2)  Hadronic effect (meson exchange current, D excitation, ..)

(3)  Quark effect (baryon structure change) ??

=> How well can be estimate (1) and (2)?

How can we separate (3) from (1) and (2)?

But (1) and (2) should be small for light nuclei, say, 5LHe

 gA* is important for double beta decay -> Majorana neutrino mass 

Beta decay and axial vector coupling



s

u

Modification of gA? :  A naïve picture

Sensitive to overlap of u and s quark w.f.

BR = (8.32±0.14) × 10-4L -> p e- nbar



Prediction by Quark Meson Coupling Model

gA (r) / gA (0) gV (r) / gV (0)

 m* = m – gqs s  and w,f. of u,d quarks 

in a baryon change due to scalar field s. 

 m* and w.f. of s quark do not change.

 For n->p,  gV -1∝ (m*d - m*u )
2

 For L->p,  gV -1∝ (m*s - m*u )
2

＝（ms - mu + gqs s ）2 

dgA (r0) ~ -10% 

-> dGe < -20%
dgV (r0) ~ -4% 
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free space in medium

g

Sensitive to overlap of u and s quark w.f.

No calculations?

BR = (1.75±0.15) × 10-3

Modification of L -> n g :  A naïve picture

L -> n g



1.00

0.907

0.904

0.710

0.884

0.946

Gamov-Teller matrix elements 

for beta decays of light nuclei

M(GT)exp

M(GT)th(free)

gA
exp / gA

W.T. Chou et al., PRC 47 (1993) 163

Change of gA*  is ~5% for s-shell



Estimated change of gA by meson exchange current



F.C Khanna et al, NPA305 (1978) 349.

gA change is < 5% for s-shell
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What to measure?

 Branching ratio BR(e) and lifetime  for 5LHe 

Ge = BR(e)/∝ (gV
L)2 |∫1|2 + (gA

L)2 |∫s|2 = (gV
L)2 + 3 (gA

L)2

~    1     +   1.5

DBR(e) ~4% and D ~ 2%  => DGe ~ 4.5% assuming gV
L (5

LHe) = 1.0

=> DgA
L (5

LHe) ~3.7%   is possible.

 Branching ratio BR(L ->ng) and lifetime  for 5LHe

as well as BR(L ->ng)free  [ (1.75±0.15) × 10-3 at present]

DBR(g) ~2.8%, D ~ 2%, DBR(g)free ~2%

=> DGg (5
LHe) ~4% is possible.

 e- asymmetry (angular distribution)  A -> gA
Λ / gV

Λ

(K-,p-)@1.1 GeV/c   Pol ~ 90% for L 12
LC(1- gs)

Measure A(5
LHe) / A(free L) to cancel Polarization.

But depolarization of L in 4He should be estimated, and

effects of the spin-slip state 12
LC(2-) should be estimated

Statistical accuracy of



1.1 GeV/c K-

4p Calorimeter

~1.0 GeV/c π -

6Li target

Setup for a proposed exp.



v

4p calorimeter

（CsI / BGO scintillator）

6Li (K-,p-) 6
LLi

6
LLi→ 5

LHe + p

SKS magnet

163 MeVEg

K-

0.9-1.1 GeV/c

p-

6Li target

n=1.05 Aerogel Cerenkovplastic scintillator

163 MeVEe-

1 g1 e-

5
LHe -> X  e- nbar 5

LHe -> X g

Setup around target

e- /p± / p  separation

is essential

g / n discrimination 

is favorable 



ds/dW ~  20 mb/sr at 1.1 GeV/c 10o for 6Li (K-,p-) 6
LLigs (-> 5

LHe)

ds/dW ~  150 mb/sr at 1.1 GeV/c 10o for 12C (K-,p-) 12
LCgs

DW(p) = 100 msr, e(K-,p-) ~ 0.7

Target: 20g/cm2 /6 x 6x1023,  20g/cm2 /12 x 6x1023

K- beam at 1.1 GeV/c  0.5M/spill(4s)

=> 5
LHe yield:  1300/hour,

=> 12
LC yield:  4900/hour,

Ge = BR(L->e) / (L) x  RPauli

BR = Ge / Gtot =  (5
LHe) / (L) BR(L->e) RPauli

BR(L->e) = (8.32±0.14) × 10-4

RPauli ~ RPauli(
5

LHe->p) = Gp(5
LHe) /GL ~ 0.6

RPauli ~ RPauli(
12

LC->p) = Gp(12
LC) /GL = 0.31

e(e-) = 0.7,  1500 hours run

=> Ne for 5LHe = 640   =>   √Ne/Ne = 4.0%   (√Ng/Ng = 2.8%)

=> Ne for 12
LC = 1200  =>   √Ne/Ne = 2.8%  (√Ng/Ng = 1.0%)

Yield and statistical error



 Λ -> p p- ,   p- pn -> nn;   Λp -> np

e / p,p separation with n=1.05 Aerogel Cerenkov (~98%) 

& a large cluster size from EM shower  

& n/g (p/e) separation

 Λ -> n p0 , p0 -> g g

=> select “single charged-cluster” events with 4p detector

Remaining background:

 Λ -> p p- ,  p- -> p0  (50~100mb/sr =>5x10-3) -> g g at 

calorimeter    

=> look like a single cluster      ~ 0.02 x 5x10-3 = 1x10-4

Any other?

 A full simulation will be done

=> Optimize thickness and segmentation of the calorimeter

Optimize beam momentum

=> Estimate possible systematic errors

Background suppression



Further plans with the EM calorimeter

 S0 -> Lg B(M1) in nuclear matter

=> Measure BR(4
SHe(0+) -> Lg )

 L-n interaction from  K- d -> L n  g (Gibson)



Spin-flip M1 transition in quark level

G∝ B(M1) ∝｜〈 ｜m｜ 〉｜2   is sensitive to w.f.

u ud d

s sS = 1/2

S = 1

S 0 L 

S = 0

+ g 
S = 1/2

Spin-flip of u/d quarks – large medium effect ?

u ud d

s s
L L 

S = 1/2 S = 1/2
+ g 

Spin-flip of s quark – small medium effect ?

S = 0 S = 0

Takeuchi et al., NPA481(1988) 639   dm/m : 4LHe(1+) -1% ~ -2%; 4S+Li(1+) -40% ~ -100%



 Hyperons in hypernuclei are good probes to investigate 

modification of baryons in nuclear matter.

 L’s spin-flip B(M1) measurement for gL in matter

--- J-PARC E63 for 7LLi is under preparation

 L’s beta decay and L -> ng decay rates in matter.

Experimentally, measurement with ~ 4% statistical accuracy is    

possible for 5LHe. 

To theorists:

 Please give me theoretical supports on 

Pauli effect,  nuclear many-body effect, and hadronic effect

 Calculation on L -> n g process (experimentally easier)

 Is this experiment worth doing? (because it is a bit expensive)

 The EM calorimeter for < 300 MeV g / e- is also used for 

S0 ->L g and K- d -> L n g experiments

Summary


